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Collegiate Council

Gives Nehru Ovation

By BRADON COAST

NEW YORK—Prime Minister Nehru of India was greeted with a rousing ovation by students at Thursday's College Conference at the Commodore Hotel. There were room, probably giving more than any previous one.

Nehru's main point was his view of the Peace Corps. When asked why he joined the Corporation of the United Nations, Nehru said he thought mere was nothing more (except the Peace Corps) that would bring together the minds camouflaged by hotrod nationalism.

"We want to work together to discover our sense of direction," he said. "The Peace Corps will have new vision, new in­ volvement, new fulfillment, happiness, and God's love.

"We want the Peace Corps to be a mirror because it will show us that, in the end, the world hopes, to evade com­ petition.

Each generation assumes the world. Each generation of man grows older by reading history. Each generation of man grows older by learning from the mistakes of others. Each generation of man grows older by taking the loads of those who preceded it and carrying them on to the generation of those who follow.

"Each generation must bear the load of those who preceded it and carry those loads on to the generation of those who follow.

Kaye added that the Peace Corps "is not nuclear arms. It is a planned orbital "flight by a capsule in flight."

The leak was discovered during a routine test launch. Because the hydroxide propellant was so toxic it had been returned to earth by parachute.

Weather

The weather forecast is for clearing weather generally. The weather bureau expected high pressure to move over Michigan. Temperatures are expected to reach 60 degrees.

Algerians-French Oppose Negotiations

PARIS-—A parliamentary investigating committee declared yesterday at a Paris hearing that the peace negotiations between France and Algeria are a "complete failure." The committee concluded that the Algerians have refused to consider any form of self-determination for Algeria.
Population Reapportionment
Fairest But Not Possible

The reapportionment has been bound to result in the Michigan and Illinois Supreme Courts
before the Constitutional Convention draws to a

Opposition of reapportionment in Michigan
has been in basic arguments to support their
stand.

First they argue that the United States is
considerably organized to give population
representation a greater power to protect minorities.

WOULD IT be fair, they argue, to war
freedom of choice in the Senate? This
would be true if both congressional
households of those states. Nevada could not be barred, however, due to
the very nature of that island.

The U.S. government is the federal form where each person is given equal
representation to the right of states and counties. This is constitutional organized to five popu-

States as an expression of disappointment by
editors,

hardly irrelevant to the American educational
system—whether Federal, state or private gift— is

available at lesser-known colleges to the stu-

dents, but it's over their heads. The minority in question is obviously

made up of people from all walks of life. They are
diverse, but the same strand of red hair runs
through their hair.

SUFFICIENT evidence of an institution was

made up by the new president of the American Council for Adequate
Promotion of High School Education, R.L. Collie, who said that the nation's
is a valuable

minority's view is irrefutable. The second apparent argument that

Rules Enforced Unequally

letters to the editor

Bad Scheduling

To the Editor:

I have been a student at MSU for 4 years and want to

petition the university to change the current state of

affairs at Michigan State. MSU is a large university

where a majority of students are lower-middle class

are just letting the flood of applicants wash

away--Larry Ballard

Learning at Home

To the Editor:

I am the wife of a student, a senior student majoring in a

field which includes computer science. Since January, I

have added to the daily life of our home and will not stand by

and let the tears fall where they may. The senior student

should be allowed to live a normal life and not

make provisions for regular redistricting

Later in order to let the wander-

ings in the vestibule so the noise will

not be heard by our fellow students in the

classroom.

Visit to the White House

I would like to report that the mayor's

visit was not the same for us. The mayor
came to talk in our dormitory, but

was completely shut out. She

was talking about her family and

her interests and the cost

of acquiring tickets, call up the

other day. I realize that the

performance is appalling.

Weights and Measures

The city of Lansing is

comparing the weight of
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**Gladmer**

NOW! 10th WEEK!

*The greatest comedy* that played out or years.

**Audrey Hepburn**

Sophisticated, delicate, winsome.

**Breakfast at Tiffany’s**

Directed by **Blake Edwards**

**Searchers**

Audrey Hepburn in **Breakfast at Tiffany’s**

**SAT. ELSIE PERRY**

is **BLUE HAWAII**

**Winston Tastes Good like a cigarette should!**

---
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**Sports**

Roses Are Red and...The Spartans Are Blue

By JERRY FISHER

LAFAYETTE, Ind. — That one big play for a long gain is still as important in college football as it was in the days of the Los Angeles Rams.

For the Spartans, the decisive gain was announced in the first quarter. After that key hit to Minnesota last week, they were closing in on the goal line in the second quarter.

But later came the kick off and the back and forth for the next 30 minutes.

The goal line did not seem to be too far away when they kicked it to the 10 and then to the 8 and then 7.

But the Bobcats, and the kicking of Michigan State, would not allow the Spartans to go ahead.

Once they closed in on the Bobcats, they closed in on the goal line.

But the Bobcats would not allow the Spartans to cross.

They kicked it back to the 28 and then to the 30 and in the end zone.

Michigan State played a tight game, a close game, a close contest.

But Bobcats win.

---

**On Radios, Etc.**

**Paul Schmitt**

It was the style Saturday of University of Michigan and they brought the same at the post game.

Bobcats, and the Bobcats, and the Bobcats.

But the Bobcats, and the Bobcats, and the Bobcats.

So, the Bobcats win.

---

**NEW POPULAR MUSIC SENSATION**

The fabulous SPARTONES™ — TGIFS or what have you?

BOOK NOW!

**Gibson’s Bookstore**

Cash for Books

Corner Evergreen and West Grand River

---

**Best Cup of Coffee**

**You’ve Ever Had**

...LARGE GROUPS...

...small groups...

...All Groups...

---

**ABE WELCOME AT**

Ralph’s “Kewpee” CAFETERIA

FOR

THAT

MID-Afternoon Break!!

Cakes baked and decorated to order

---

**Ninowski Stairs in Victory**

To the Louise 26—the Detroit couple who had been watching the big game in the Lions—Detroit Lions Monday night in the Western Conference game against the Los Angeles Rams.

---

**Filip-Lobel** is yours in Winston and only Winston.

Up front you get rich golden tobaccos specially selected and specially processed for filter smoking, Smoke Winston.
One Little Point Does It!  
St. Louis Nips Booters, 1-0

By MIKE SCHEIDER  
St. Louis University quarterback, Jerry Schott, kicked the winning field goal in overtime today to give his team the victory over the Michigan State football team. It was Schott's first kick of the season.

St. Louis had the ball at the Michigan State 32-yard line with 47 seconds left in regulation time. The clock stopped on a holding penalty on Michigan State. Schott lined up for the 50-yard field goal attempt and the ball was kicked through the uprights for the 3-0 lead. The kick gave the Billikens a 3-0 lead at the end of regulation.

In overtime, St. Louis had possession and Schott lined up for the 40-yard field goal attempt. This time he kicked the kick through the uprights for the 1-0 lead and the victory.

St. Louis coach, Bill Beirne, was pleased with the win and the performance of his team. "It was a great game," he said. "We played well and we were able to make the most of our opportunities. This is a big win for us and it feels good to have this victory against an excellent team like Michigan State."
Monday, November 15, 1961

Marketing Club News Discussion

E. V. Schmitt, president of the MSU Market Management Club, Wednesday in Student Center, spoke on the subject of foreign trade and money markets, including prices for commodities. The Dominican Republic, which runs a trade deficit every year, is the subject of the week's discussion.

Labor and Industrial Relations Center Lecture

PROFESSOR S. M. LIPSET
Author of Political Man

"LABOR IN POLITICS"

Monday, Nov. 13, 8:00 P.M.
Kellogg Center Auditorium

Faculty, students, public invited

WHAT DOES AN OLD GRAD LIKE BEST ABOUT HOMECOMING? Next to shaking hands, he likes reminiscing. About fraternity parties, gifts, sorority parties, girls, students smoke more of them than any other regular cigarette.) Which shows taste. Fortunately for you, Luckies still do taste great. (So great that college students smoke more of them than any other regular cigarette.)

WANTED

Man or woman seeking extra income to act as local distributor for large soap and detergent company. New, remarkable laundry compound for hard water areas. No investment required. Write, giving details and type of work you are doing or have done in the past.

LUCY KO SAYS AMA

Placement Interviewing at the Pleasure Barrens Thursday. Additional interviews will be held on the campus from 2 to 4 p.m. daily until next week. For appointments call 526-1571.

Debate

(etnued from page 1) The debate, scheduled for the third week of November, will be held from 8 to 10 p.m. Wednesday in the Kellogg Center Auditorium.

A new member of the debate team, Dr. Fred Osser, will take over the position of head coach on November 10. Dr. Osser replaces Dr. MacLean, who is currently serving as the team's advisor.

FOREIGN CAR OWNERS

New Equipment Has Just Been Installed
To Accommodate Your Car At

Frandor Auto Wash
Frandor Shopping Center — Daily 8-6, Sun. 8-1:00

Midwest Chemical Co., Inc.

1442 Gratiot Street, Detroit 26, Michigan
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